Article 9

The Children’s Television Act
in its Second Year
for children-in some cases only 30 minutes per week.

CME’s Campaign ,for Kids’ TV
The Children’s Television Act is intended to *prove the
quality of children’s educational programming on broadcast television. In the Summer of 1997, the Center for
Media Education presented its first report on the law’s
strengthened 3-hour rule, “The Field Guide to the Children’s Television Act,” as a guide to the programs
deemed “educational and informational” by the TV
industry. In response to subsequent developments, this
special edition of InfoActizx Kids provides updated information on this programming.
Additionally, the new report examines the websites that
accompany children’s shows, the commercial time limits
on such progra mming, and the latest academic research
concerning the overall quality of educational programming for children. Finally, with tips about contacting local TV stations across the country, and the use of the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Web site,
this report offers a set of tools to help parents and advocates play a more active role in monitoring educational
programming for children on broadcast TV.

n the fall of 1997, commercial broadcast stations entered an era of new responsibility to the youngest
members of their audience. With new rules (adopted
in 1996) designed to strengthen the Children’s Television
Act of 1990, the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) has called upon the broadcast industry to provide
at least three hours of programs “specifically designed”
to “educate and inform” children between the ages of
two and sixteen. Prior to the enactment of the three-hour
rule, stations were not required to air a specific amount
of such pr?gramming each week. Not surprisingly, in the
absence of any specified quota, many broadcasters offered only the barest minimum of educational programs
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Many were aired during pre-dawn time periods when

most children were still asleep.
With the adoption of the three-hour rule, however,
broadcast stations (including those owned by or affiliated with the big networks (ABC, CBS, NBC, Fox, WB,
and the new Pax TV network) must offer this “core educational and informational-E/l,” programming in order
to renew their licenses every eight years. Additionally,
the stations are required to indicate publicly which
shows they have designated to fulfill their “E/I” programming requirement, both through quarterly “Children’s Television Reports” available on the FCC website ,
as well as through a special “E/I” label displayed within
the first 30 seconds of the program itself. And since the
E/I programs must be shown between the hours of 7
a.m. and 10 p.m. on a regularly scheduled basis, children
and parents should be able to locate these programs easily week after week.

How Is the Act Working?
In the second season since the enactment of the
strengthened Children’s Television Act, each network has
chosen to meet the new FCC guidelines in slightly different ways, although certain industry-wide trends and
patterns have become apparent. A closer look at some of
the key questions and issues surrounding the “FCCfriendly” programs reveals a lot abouJ how broadcasters
are handling their new responsibilities to familie-nd
about those areas of the new law that still need attention.
Where are the E/I programs to be found in the broadcast
schedule-and why? What are the main educational objectives of these programs-and how effective are they
in this regard? Which children’s age groups are being
served-and which are not? How does the second season
under the new rules compare to the first?

Kids, Spring 1999, pp. 1-9. 8 1999 by the Center for Media Education. Reprinted by permission.
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The CTA and its new three-hour requirement, in short,
raises as many questions as it answers. But these are
questions that parents should be asking, and that stations
should be answering, “as part of their obligation to serve
the public interest,” as the original CTA expressed it,
with “programming that serves the special needs of
children.”

‘ffhat’s

Where: Educational Programming “Packages”

Most stations have responded to the new requirements by airing “packages” of children’s programs prePared by the broadcast networks-ABC, CBS, NBC, Fox,
b, and the newest entrant, Pax TV Instead of spreading

the educational programs throughout the week, these
packages are offered during the time period traditionally
devoted to children’s television-the Saturday morning
block (with the exception of Fox, which airs its two E/I
programs during the week, and WE& which offers episodes of its lone E/I program during the week and on
Saturday morning). Each network programming block
includes its own catchy title-ABC’s “Disney’s One Saturday Morning II*, “CBS Kidshow”; NBC’s “TNBC” (Teen
NBC); and Paxnet’s “Cloud Nine”--as a means of establishing its identity.
To the extent that young viewers can count on
finding their favorite shows at the same time every
week, this strategy of “packaging” E/I programs is
beneficial. It also means, however, that most E/I pro49
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gramming is concentrated on a single weekend morning, leaving
much of the rest of the
commercial
broadcast
schedule devoid of educational fare altogether.

What do they
claim to teach?
The Children’s Television Act regulations
allow a certain amount
of flexibility for the networks in defining their
approach to “educational and informational
programming” focusing
either on social/emotional
or on cognitivelintellectual development. After
two seasons, a distinct
pattern is evident, with
the marked dominance
of the social/emotional
over the cognitivelintelZectual. with just 3 out of
28 E/I programs claiming
a
cognitive/intellectual
objective, the industrywide focus is clear:
Given the choice between
offering more rigorous,
curriculum-based programming and softer,
more entertaining fare,
the networks opt for the
latter nearly nine times
out of ten.
Teenagers, especially,
are not well served in
the area of cognitive/intellectual content, since
the entire menu of E/I
programming for teens
is offered on only one
network-NBC. As NBC
itself explains it, the social/emotio&l objective
o f t h e “Teen NBC”
package “is achieved in
each program by offering
teenagers engaging
“EbiQ TV Guide”* of E/I
programs +a sre age-,) ,F1;;ti and relatable [sic] char^ *
, “‘
.x
(
acters who share their
0

point of view and storylines that present a unique pel
spective on some of the social issues teenagers face tc
day: dririking and driving, dyslexia, eating disorder
gambling, teen smoking, racism and the right and ri
sponsibility to vote.“* In practice, this translates into sit
corn-type programs that often revolve around dating
going to the mall, and the like (although some sense o
a pro-social moral is usually included at the end). Th
lone exception to TNBC’s stable of “engaging and rela:
able characters” is “NBA’s Inside Stuff,” which-despit;
the network’s claims for its “peaceful conflict resolutionc
and global awareness”-has been much more aptly de:
scribed by Peggy Charren (founder of Action for Cl-&
dren’s Television) as 0 a half hour of basketball
commercials for the NBA.“2
All of the CBS programs, similarly, which are based
on popular children’s books, fall under the “social/emo-

“Most educational and informational
programming is concentrated on a single
weekend morning. ”

tional” heading, as do most of those offered by ABC and
Pax TV stations. And of the two programs offered on
Fox, one-” Life with Louie”is based on a socialization
theme. Following the pattern of the other networks POX
TV executives cast their “Cloud Nine” package in i decidedly social/emotional light: “Life lessons presented as
an overall theme include overcoming fears, being responsible, how to deal with jealousy, having respect for
others, handling anger, learning to trust, resolving conflict, having a good attitude and self-esteem, using teamwork and being cooperative, being prepared, helping
others, why cheating and lying are not good, and knowing hard work and dedication pay off.“3
In contrast, the three programs with stated cognitive/inteUectuaZ objectives offer educational material that
draws on concepts of science, math, history, vocabulary
and analytical reasoning. For example, the goals of the
more curriculum-focused “The Magic School Bus W according to a Fox Kids’ statement, are “to motivati children’s interest in science; introduce science ideas inspire
positive attitudes toward science and educati& and
model age-appropriate science problem-solving dehavior. Each of the fifty-two half-hour episodes explores a
different science topic through an animated journey
aboard the magically transformed school bus to destinations such as the center of the earth, inside the human
body to outer space, to remote ecological environments
inside a molecule, and inside of a plant.“4 (It should bi
noted that “The Magic School Bus” got its start on PBS
and the episodes currently airing on Fox continue thai
series.)
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VI
Disney 3
Doug

Disney S
Recess

Disney’s
Pepper Ann

Disney ‘s
101
Dalmatians
The New
Adventures
of Winnie
the Pooh
Squigglevisior
(formerly
Science
Court)

Qescriotipn

Qbiective
&tg&&

8-12

social/emotional

“This series uses humor and fantasy in depicting the struggles of a twelve-year-old boy to form identity, develop selfconfidence, resolve family and school problems and maintain
friendships.”
[animated]

social/emotional

“A collection of animated stories about a group of fourth
graders who attend suburban public school.. .these children
are an ethnically and gender-diverse group.” [animated1

social/emotional

social/emotional

social/emotional

cognitive/
intellectual

“From week to week. Pepper Ann. a seventh-grader growing up in a
single-parent family. learns that it is okay to make mistakes. that
she’s actually good at a lot of things (even science and math!) and
that it is important to speak out for what she believes.” lanimatedl
“This series challenges assumptions, rewards perseverance,
invites creative problem solving. resolves conflict. addresses
critical and strategic thinking. demonstrates the importance
of teamwork and celebrates differences.” [animated]
‘Series episodes convey strong prosocial messages about
honesty. personal responsibility. persistence. cooperative
effort, friendship and caring.” fanimatedl
“Two new animated characters. Fizz and Martina. guide viewers
through the haff-hour program from the Squigglevision TV Studio.. .
Science concepts are illustrated by means of imaginative courtroom
‘demonstrations’ and graphics.” [animated]
Scum: T4BC Kids programming

ABC’s “Sguigglevision,” a re-titled version
of last season’s critically acclaimed a Science
Court,” has expanded
its educational focus to
include two new features: “See You Later
Estimator,” a math segment; and “The Last
Word,” a vocabulary callin show. The program’s
educational objectiveencouraging viewers to
luse critical thinking
ski& to examine and
describe scientific phenomena”- is demonstrated through clever
and entertaining plots
in which scientific principles (such as gravity
and inertia) are used to
solve mysteries and comedic court cases.
Ws “Histeria!,” finally uses animated

Guidebook.’ Fall 1998.

characters to highlight notable historical figures and
events “to provide children with historical knowledge
through an entertainment format. . . , helping children use logic and analysis to make sense of historical
information.“5
Which age groups are being targeted?
Although the Children’s Television Act states that stations must air three hours of programming for the full
age range of children-from 2 to N-it does not stipulate
how the various age groups should be served. As a result,
the existing E/I schedule is almost as skewed chronologically-away from the very youngest and oldest viewers (3-to-5 and 13-to-16 years-old)-as it is pedagogically
(with the preponderance of social/emotional content). Out of a total of 28 programs offered to children, only two-7 percent-are designed for the very
youngest viewers: ABC’s “Winnie the Pooh” (3- to 6year-olds), and CBS’s “Rupert” (3- to 7-year-olds).
Equally troubling is the narrow focus of programming for this age group on social and emotional
teaching exclusively, despite the proven gains in cognitive development, such as reading and math skills,
demonstrated repeatedly by “Sesame Street” over
the years. In fact, members of this age group may
stand to gain the most from educational television, since
51
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CBS Schedule
YP lr o e r a m s

O b i Ace
Tareet
e c t i v e

Descriotion
-I-

Ruperf

social/emotional

Ana toie

social/emotional

Dumb
Bunnies

social/emotional

Flying Rhino
Junior
High

Bird2
Myfh/c
Warriors:
Guradians of
the Legend

Features the adventures of a “lovable bear” main character,
Rupert. lanimatedl

“Based on the Caldecott Award-winning book series by Eve
Titus, tells the tale of the dignified mouse Anatole, a loving
husband to Doucette and father of six charming children.”
[animated1

Based on a Scholastic book series, the program is “a comedy
about Momma, Poppa and Baby Dumb Bunny - a family of
lovable, fun-loving and extremely naive bunnies.” Lanrmatedl

social/emotional

Revolves around the antrcs of Earl P Srdebottom (a.k.a. ‘The
Phantom of the Auditorium’), who plots against the other
Flytng Rhino lunror Hugh students.” lanimatedl

socral/emotronal

“ F o l l o w s t h e c o m i c a d v e n t u r e s o f a famdy o f b i r d s .
Mischievous lo-year-old Eddie Storkowitz is an aspiring frlmmaker who practices by filming his eccentric famrly.”
(animated]

social/emotional

“An action adventure anthology series based on heroes of
Greek mythology, including Andromeda, Theseus, Atlanta and
Hercules.” Ilrve-action]

Source: LX.5 Communications Press Statement, Aug. 26, 1998

Fox Schedule
PV rI o n r a m s

Tareet Ace Obiective

The Magic
School Bus

6-9

Life With
Louie

6-11

cognitive/
intellectual

Oescriotion
“Each of the Cfty-two half-hour episodes explores a ddferent
science topic through an animated journey aboard the
magically transformed school bus.” [animated]

“The educational and informational otjectrve of the program I S to offer
children the opportunity to explore issues and scenarios that are common to growmg up, yet might be perplexing to children, such as how to
cope w r t h family and friends as part of this process.” [animated]

Source: Fox Ktds’ Programming Press Statement, Ott 19, l9&
._,,.:

the youngest of them have not yet been exposed to forma1 classroom experiences.
The majority of E/I programs are directed at the “middle-childhood” bracket-&to-12-year-olds. The impending digital television revolution will presumably expand
the station’s offerings, but at the moment, the very
youngest viewers, along with their teenage counterparts,
have comparatively little E/I programming from which
to choose.

I

The 1998/99 Season: - : programming hours per
What Changed?
cord when the programs
What Stayed the Same?

.*“^
: a r e scheduled, the tj$es of
,::\ programs and their suit- :’
:‘ ability foi’different
ages,
ABC;
: ,: and count the number of
’ W:,commercial
minutes per
ABC’s
educational c “1 t program. Share these
children’s programs are j.
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NBC Schedule
flproerams

la@!& Dbiective

Saved by
the Be//: The 13-16 social/emotional
New Class

Bescriotion
“Explores social themes through the daily school life of six
teenage friends at Bayside High who help each other make the
most of growing up in a complicated world.” [live action]

Hang Time

13-16

social/emotional

“Follows the Deering Tornadoes. a varsity basketball team in
an Indiana high school that includes only one female player.”
[live action]

One World

13-16

social/emotional

“Focuses on a family of S I X adopted and foster children who
live with Dave and Karen Blake. a high school baseball coach
and his wife.” [live action]

City Guys

13-16 social/emotional

“Originates at a densely populated mulb-ethnic. pubkc high school
in the heart of Manhattan [characters] learn that gethng beyond
the superhcral and seriously deahng with a deeper reality IS the cntical path to attaming success ” [ h v e actron)

NBA Inside

13-16

‘A half-hour news magazine program directed at teens between the
ages of 13 - 16. The program features the pro-social off-court ackrtres of male and female basketball players, coaches. team personnel and teenage athletes.” [ l i v e actronl

(airs twice)

social/emotional

stuff

.Source: NBC Press Statement, Sept. 30, 1998

WB
VI
Proerams

Histeria!

Tareet Aa
Obiective

6-12

Schedule

Description

..
cognitive/
intellectual

an all-new animated series [that] presents historical
subject matter in an exciting. original and hysterically amusing way. .’

offered in its Saturday morning package of animated
programming, “Disney’s One Saturday Morning” an
“integrated two-hour block featuring long-form and
short-form educational elements.” According to the network’s “ABC Approach” statement, “Last season we set
out to create a destination-an address-where kids
would want to spend time. And since we program to
kids only once a week, this place [“Disney’s One Saturday Morning”] had to be something really special. Building on last season, our goal now is to further encourage
his’ sense of imaginations, creativity and confidence
through characters they know and the Saturday Morning
environment ‘they have been coming to all year.“6
Overall, the current season of the ABC’s E/I programming is relatively unchanged from last year‘s pre@r season, with the exception of a few details (including.
the title change of last season’s “Science Court” to
“Squigglevision”).
In addition to the long-form (half-hour) programs,
ABC’s morning lineup includes short, single “educa-

tional elements” between
each program, “since kids
don’t learn only in neat, halfhour blocks,” according to an ABC statement. The socalled “short-form interstitials” include “Genie’s Great
Minds Think for Themselves,” “Boss of the World,” “How
Things Werr “ Mrs. Munger’s Class,” “Nommercials,”
“Tube Dwellers,” and “You Rock!”

CBS:
After last year’s disappointing season (in which it trailed
the other networks in ratings for its children’s programming), CBS revamped its entire kids lineup. In place of the
previous live-action menu it now offers an entirely new
animated package, based on several popular children’s
books. All of the CBS programs have “social/emotional”
objectives, with the target ages split almost evenly between the youngest viewers-3 to 7 and 5 to 9-and the
middle-childhood bracket of 7-to-11-year-olds.
Perhaps most interesting, the network effectively went
“offshore” for this season E/I line-up. A Canadian syn53
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proves less than popular with
some U.S. producers of educa.
SATURDAY
tional programming, who object
F/I_ Prnorams
Tarm4
Oescriotion
_. _ . .
_ _ _ Aue
__ _Ohiectiwe
_ _ _ _
to CBS’s decision to satisfy its E/l
requirement with imported fare.
“Zak is the Mayor of Fun Town with shoulders large enough and a
heart big enough for children to share their inner thoughts. The cos“The Canadian subsidies, one
Zah
turned Mayor Zak offers children solutions to the universal problems
Tales
’
5-9
social/emotional
producer of children’s television
associated with growing up.” lanimatedl
noted, create a model ‘with which
no U.S. company could effec“Sylvanian forest is a warm, wonderful. whimsical place where
tively or fairly compete.’ “’
wishes come true and troubles melt away. It’s a place where you feel
The Sylvanian
CBS itself, on the other
kke you’ve always belonged and can have the bme of your hfe.” lamFamles
5-9
social/emotional
hand, is once again finding it
mated1
difficult to compete effectively
“The world of the bathroom might seem kke a very small world to
on another front-in the battle
many. but to the ammated characters who live there, it IS a vast
The Toothto attract viewers to its chilmacrocosm of relationships, learning. adventures and posslbdlties.”
brush Fam//y 5-9
social/emotional
dren’s programs. That’s because
lanimatedl
the network has maintained its
questionable practice of inter“In the pleasant town of Green Meadows, there lives a merry group
rupting its Saturday-morning
of animated animal friends called the Get Along Gang who are always
Get Along
ready
to
lend
a
helping
hand
(or
p
a
w
1
In
their
own
caring
and
clever
kid’s
programming with a two5-9
social/emotional
Gang
way.” lanimatedl
hour news break. It’s unlikely,
after all, that the young fans of
.Souroe: F’sxson Communications Corporation Press Stafement, Dee, Z 1998
“Flying Rhino Junior High”
will still be around two hours
later
when the children’s prodication house, Nelvana Ltd., is producing all CBS chilgramming
resumes
with
“Birdz.”
dren’s programming, a strategy that amounted to “educational TV shows on a cut-rate budget,” according to
the Los Angeles Times. “Benefiting from Canadian and
Fox:
French government subsidies covering as much as 30%
The “Fox Kids” educational programming lineup
of its production costs,” the newspaper explained, “Neldiffers
from the standard Saturday-morning schedvana agreed to supply CBS animated programs for a fee
ule,
offering
weekday broadcasts instead. “The Magic
of $50,000 per episode-less than a quarter of what other
School Bus” airs for a half-hour every weekday, folnetworks pay for their children’s fare.” That arrangement
lowed by “Life With Louie”
on Mondays and Fridays.
Pax TV Schedule (continued)
Pax TV Schedule

\

SUNDAY
E/I Proerams

Swiss
Fam//y
Robinson

Hurricanes

Inquiring
Minds

Sfarcom

Tareet Aee Obiective

NBC*
L

Descriotion

social/emotional

“The classic literary tale Swiss Family Robinson. comes to life In this
compelling live-action series.”
l l i v e action]

6-11

social/emotional

“The excitement of championshlp soccer comes to hfe. w i t h all the
behind-the-scences. off-the-field drama and action this animated
series can bring. The show features a cast of international soccer
players as members of the Hurricanes. who travel to exotic locales
around the world.” [animated]

6-11

cognitive/
intellectual

6-l 1

6-11

“This engaginb i&arine-format show is designed to investigate
many of the baffling questions about everyday life, such as: why is
, the ocean salty. @y chili peppers are hot and why skin $hes.” Ilive
action1
“This animated show of hereos. exploration. adventure and excitement set against the backdrop of colonization of the Solar System
shows the cooperative effort in keeping the peace in a growing planetary community.” lanimatedl

social/emotionai

Source:

Paxson

Communkatkms

Corporation

Press Statement

Dec. 2, 1598

The current NBC Saturday morning program block
maintains last season’s nonanimated sitcom-type programming model for the teen
age group. The “Teen NBC”
(or TNBC) lineup features
five half-hour programs in a
2 !&hour .block on Saturday
mornings, beginning later
than the other networks’ E/I
’ ‘“shows (10 a.m.).
.
WB:
Although the WB network
offers only one program that
qualifies as educational/in-
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formational, ti Warner Bros’ Histeria!,” (which airs. from
3.30 to 4 p.m. during the week, and from 11:30 to noon
on Saturdays), the network is certainly not averse to
&,eduling children’s programming. Indeed, WB offers
a full five hours of animated shows on Saturday momings. But since the majority of WB’s kids’ shows are of
a combat, action nature-the violent “Beetleborgs” and

A combination of two “Cloud Nine” packages-Saturday and Sunday blocks-represent Pax TV’s core educational programming for children age 5 to 9 (Saturday
morning), and 6 to 11 (Sunday morning). According to
a Pax TV kids’ programming description, “A trio of liveaction teen angels, Gabriel, Michael and Raphaella, have
taken on the task of broadcasting children’s programs hop
‘Beast Wasf. ?F?% ~$$~,$$~~e~?$?~~ ~~ .bf?$$~$. ing to inspire and inform children. While each [program]
of quality educational kids programs may not be upper- “-’ @segment will contain humor and fun,$nderlying it all
most in WB’s programming strategy
will be heartwarming lessons that kids can take from
their friends, the Angels. Cloud 9 serves to highlight
and reinforce the educational and moral’elements of
” *, ?Z
1? *J. I the series presented as their $rogramming.“*
p,z_TTV;
On the surface, at least, Pax TV’s priorities seem much
dearer. When it made its debut in 88 markets across the
country last August, the new network promised to follow a straight and narrow path of strictly “family-oriented shows.” But with the exception of just a handful
of original programs, Pax TV’s schedule comprises syndicated network reruns-the old “Swiss Family Robinson” series is one example-along with a kids’ lineup
produced entirely by DIC Syndication.
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